




Civil liability The Policy insures the entity and insured persons for civil liability 
claims against the entity or the insured person arising directly in 
connection with the provision of healthcare services.

Choice of Policy limits Choice of two policy limits: either $10m or $20m, in the aggregate 
of all claims.

Acts of contractors & 
health professionals

Cover for the practice entity where the practice is named in 
proceedings due to error or omission of a contractor or medical 
practitioner. The contractor or health professional’s individual 
liability is not included.

Good Samaritan acts Cover for rendering emergency medical assistance where your 
employee is in attendance as a bystander acting on behalf of the 
practice and where there is no expectation of payment or other 
reward.

Telehealth Providing healthcare services over the internet, via video conference 
or phone where both the insured and patient are located in Australia.

Run-off cover Offered when the practice has ceased trading to ensure there is cover 
if a claim were to arise from the period of trading.

Continuous cover If an active policy is in place, it will be able to respond to valid 
claims arising from a prior policy period for which the practice held 
indemnity.

Defence costs for claims Included as part of the total indemnity limit for any claim covered 
under clauses 1, 2, 3 & 4.

Clinical trials Cover for civil liability claims against the practice or an insured 
person for health care provided as part of a clinical trial or research 
project carried out with the approval of an ethics committee.



Privacy complaints Cover for unintentional breaches of privacy arising in connection 
with the provision of healthcare services. Includes cover for 
unintentional breaches arising from the use of Personally 
Controlled Electronic Health Records.

Notifiable conduct 
protection

Cover for a civil liability claim (including a claim for defamation) 
for reporting an incident or health professional in good faith 
or participating in the investigation of the incident or health 
professional.

Intellectual property 
disputes

Defence costs for infringement of copyright, trademark, patent or 
registered design in the course of provision of healthcare services.

Defamation For defence costs incurred in relation to actual or alleged 
unintentional defamation arising out of healthcare services.

Competition, consumer 
and fair trading

Cover for costs for claims or allegations of breach of the 
Competition & Consumer Act, Trade Practices Act or equivalent.

Manufacture, supply 
& advice on goods and 
products

Covered if it is an intrinsic part of the healthcare services provided 
by, or on behalf of, the practice.

Employment disputes Legal fees incurred defending a claim made by a former, current 
or proposed employee or contracted staff (including health 
professionals) relating to a contract under which they are engaged 
to assist you to provide healthcare services.

Loss of documents Reasonable costs of replacement or restoration of lost or damaged 
physical or electronic documents which were in your possession or 
entrusted to another in the ordinary course of your business.

Non-imputation  
and severability

If there are multiple insureds or entities who are covered, the acts 
of one insured that would normally exclude or reduce cover would 
not impact other insureds who were innocent. 

Subsidiaries Additional entities or locations may be included if the healthcare 
services are also being provided by the practitioners and insured 
across these entities/locations.

Joint venture liability Subject to Underwriting approval.






